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Figure 1: DesignPrompt: A digital moodboard tool that lets designers search images online (a) or generate AI images to create a
moodboard (b) using common tools (c) as well as additional semantic meta-data of the moodboard images (d). Designers can
compose multimodal GenAI prompts with images (e), colors, semantics and text (f) and finely tune their intentions (g).

ABSTRACT
Visually oriented designers often struggle to create effective gener-
ative AI (GenAI) prompts. A preliminary study identified specific
issues in composing and fine-tuning prompts, as well as needs in
accurately translating intentions into rich input. We developed De-
signPrompt, a moodboard tool that lets designers combine multiple
modalities — images, color, text — into a single GenAI prompt and
tweak the results. We ran a comparative structured observation
study with 12 professional designers to better understand their
intent expression, expectation alignment and transparency per-
ception using DesignPrompt and text input GenAI. We found that
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multimodal prompt input encouraged designers to explore and
express themselves more effectively. Designer’s interaction prefer-
ences change according to their overall sense of control over the
GenAI and whether they are seeking inspiration or a specific image.
Designers developed innovative uses of DesignPrompt, including de-
veloping elaborate multimodal prompts and creating a multimodal
prompt pattern to maximize novelty while ensuring consistency.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Generative AI (GenAI) lets designers create high-quality synthetic
images using descriptive text prompts [24, 55]. Text-to-image AI
applications like DALL·E 3 [51], stable diffusion [48] and midjour-
ney [47] enable designers to generate novel images or iterate their
visual design. GenAI also produces a wide range of creative output
beyond images. In music composing, GenAI can produce consistent
and high-quality music with text input [2]. In 3D graphics cre-
ation, GenAI can produce 3D assets using solely text or 2D images
without requiring 3D models [53]. In dance practice, GenAI can pro-
cess motion capture data and generate unfamiliar and non-realism
movement patterns that benefit dance practitioners [3].

Despite GenAI’s ease of access with text and creative poten-
tial, it still poses challenges for non-AI professionals [38, 70]. More
specifically, Subramonyam et al. [60] identified three key challenges
when engaging with Large Language Models (LLMs): the intention-
ality gap, where the user communicates goals without additional
cognitive processes; the capability gap, where users have limited
understanding of AI’s abilities; and the language gap, where the
user struggles to articulate themselves clearly and effectively to the
AI. Apart from the ‘language gap’ that raises challenges for non-AI
experts in general, the domain-specific challenges for designers are
especially reflected in intentionality and capability: The creative
process is simply substituted by the AI system, which offers no ra-
tionales for its generated outputs [43]. One of the few workarounds
allowing designers to regain control is generating multiple out-
puts for comparison [43], which however, can be inefficient and
disruptive to creative practice.

Another widely used technical solution to these challenges is
“prompt engineering”, which is a means of structuring text prompts
to efficiently interact with AI models and guide the generation
process toward desired results [57, 67]. Recent research on prompt
engineering focuses on effective strategies for prompt writing [11,
39, 40, 52], interactive prompt feedback [16, 56] and customized
suggested prompt refinement [5].

While these studies have offered insights into refining text prompts
to generate more predictable results, for visually oriented designers,
optimizing textual prompts in a rule-based way still seems counter-
intuitive, especially in divergent processes such as visual ideation
[36]. Apart from prompt engineering, there seems to be a lack of
research on designerly approaches for interacting with GenAI. This
raises a key challenge: How can we design the interaction with AI
in a way that aligns more with design thinking, enabling designers
to better leverage the creative capacities of GenAI?

In this research, we use moodboard as a design medium to study
how GenAI can be incorporated into the design process in a mean-
ingful way. Moodboard is “a visual collage composed of images, text,
and objects, created to aid in exploring and defining ideas related to
the given design task" [33, p. 37]. It is commonly used in design and

fashion as it helps designers to visually express ideas that are diffi-
cult to elaborate verbally [10]. Besides, moodboards have shown
the potential to serve for much more roles in design practice, such
as framing, aligning, paradoxing, abstracting, and directing [44].
Adding to existing image composition on moodboards, GenAI im-
ages could come as a new source of inspiration. As reflected in the
practice of Design Workbook — image collages possess suggestive
power lying in combination and contrast; “hybrid images” (existing
images combined with diagrams or renderings) mix real and imagi-
nary [22]. AI-generated images have encompassed features from
both “hybrid images” and image collages. Since moodboarding is
also a rather “hybrid” process encompassing divergent and conver-
gent workflows, we recognize the potential of using AI-generated
images for professional moodboard practice.

In this paper, we presented DesignPrompt, a digital moodboard
tool allowing multimodal input including images, colors and seman-
tics to help designers explore and express their intentions better
with existing GenAI models. Specifically, designers can (1) expres-
sively build their prompt to AI with images, colors and semantics;
(2) explore connections and themes between visual inspirations by
focusing on certain inputs; (3) review and revise prompts interac-
tively before image generation; and (4) appropriate features based
on their convergent-divergent needs.

The key contributions of this paper include: (1) a preliminary
study that investigates how general audiences use GenAI appli-
cations for moodboarding resulting in four design implications
for designing GenAI for that context; (2) DesignPrompt, a GenAI-
powered moodboard tool with designer-centered multimodal input
design; and (3) our insights based on a study with 12 professional
designers. We conclude with a discussion and directions for future
research in a broader context beyond moodboard.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Creativity Support Tools for Design Ideation
Creativity support tools (CSTs) are digital aids “encompassing one
or more creativity-focused features” [20]. They support different
phases in creative processes, with ideation or idea generation being
one of the most commonly facilitated stages [14]. Ideation involves
generating and developing novel ideas, which is closely related
to divergent thinking in creativity research [30]. CSTs have been
developed to support ideation across various means of interac-
tions. IdeaWall and Idea Expander support multi-user brainstorm-
ing and collaborative creative meeting with conversation to visuals
CSTs [58, 66]; GroupMind supports multi-user ideation with vi-
sual mind mapping CST [59]; MayAI supports human-computer
co-design ideation using cooperative contextual bandits [34].

In design ideation in particular, designers navigate the iterative
processes between analysis and synthesis of ideas or concepts in
order to formulate a potential future [61]. Ideation in the context of
design can be ambiguous and abstract, however, such ambiguity and
abstraction are aligned with “designerly” thinking [18, 35]. Visual
material is particularly suitable for such processes due to its high
expressiveness and informational richness [61].

Tied closely with design practice, most CSTs are developed for
design usages [20]. CSTs have been developed to support design
processes in different design disciplines such as user interface (UI)
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design [49], fashion design [28] and graphical design [27, 29] and
others. Since AI has exhibited creative potential particularly in find-
ing diverse visual inspiration, there is a growing trend of integrating
AI into design ideation CSTs. For instance, SemanticCollage [36]
has a semantic search feature that uses AI-recognized semantic
labels to support both visual and semantic-based ideation. Their
work shows that semantic labels can support more holistic design
exploration and reflection within the ideation process. ImageSense
further combines semantic search and AI-suggested images in a
collaborative moodboard [35]. In their work, designers build digital
moodboards in a human-human-AI collaborative setting, while the
AI analyses the moodboard content to find new (existing) image
suggestions. While this was shown to support idea exploration
with AI as a collaborator, it does not support design practitioners to
express themselves visually. We see an opportunity to use a more
generative approach to help designers not only search but also
create visual material that aligns with their intention.

Recent advancements in GenAI allow novel synthetic image
generation, which can push CSTs to a new boundary. We foresee
that more CSTs will emerge as “generator” [26] and “design mate-
rial” [19] in the design process. GenAI usually requires specification
such as descriptive text prompting in order to produce meaningful
and inspiring results. However, such requirements limit designers’
ability to think visually and abstractly in design ideation. This sug-
gests rather than simply “inserting” existing GenAI interfaces in
CSTs, the integration of GenAI into CSTs should support visual and
abstract thinking to make the combination inspiringly meaningful
to design ideation.

2.2 Generative AI for Design Practice
One of the most common creative usages of GenAI is AI image
synthesis, where Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) and dif-
fusion models both play important roles currently. GAN is known
for its strengths in generating high-fidelity images [7]. However,
with the development of diffusion models and LLMs, current im-
age generative models such as DALL·E [51], stable diffusion [48]
and midjourney [47] have outperformed GAN especially in image
diversity and allow a broader audience to generate high-quality
stylized images based on textual descriptions [17].

Currently, GenAI has already been applied in a wide range of
design practices such as UI design of different fidelities [49], design
concept exploration [65], fashion style clustering, forecasting and
merging [28], speeding up design to avoid unnecessary tasks [62],
ad-hoc exploration of visual ideas [64], visual communication and
fast prototyping [12, 32]. However, we also notice in many cre-
ative AI applications, particularly those focused on result-oriented
designs, AI usually replaces rather than enhances the creative pro-
cess [64], thereby restricting designers’ influence on the overall
creative process. While there is a large body of literature describing
the potential of GenAI for design professionals based on algorith-
mic capabilities, only a few works have investigated how GenAI
can be adapted and meaningfully controlled to suit more diverse
professional design processes [64].

In computer vision community, there is an increasing focus on
how tomake GenAImore controllable.While not directly applicable
to design practice, works such as DreamBooth [54], ControlNet

[71] and InstructPix2Pix [8] have allowed users to further edit and
specify more image details using text prompts. Design workflows
such as using ComfyUI [15] combined with ControlNet [37] have
provided insights on how stable diffusion-based applications can
be built more controllable and usable. However, workflows as such
can still be seen as segmented end-to-end processes.

Focusing on GenAI’s capabilities and guiding design with gen-
erated outcomes barely facilitates designing with GenAI meaning-
fully [56, 62]. Making sense of GenAI in professional design practice
necessitates engaging designers in the decision-making process and
using the technology in more realistic and professional settings.

2.3 Challenges of AI Prompting in Creative
Processes

GenAI has posed challenges to non-AI experts to generate mean-
ingful results due to difficulties in writing effective prompt input,
uncertainties of AI’s capabilities, insufficient control and the rather
“black-box” interface [9, 38, 60, 68–70]. To make GenAI more rele-
vant in professional creative practice, several existing works have
focused on optimizing or guiding prompt engineering in image
generation for creative purposes [5, 11, 40]. Chiou et al. have con-
ducted a study on the co-ideation between participants and AI
image generators, based on which generalized a few key strategies
for generating effective prompts in design such as preparing data
beforehand, breaking design into steps, crafting specific styles and
reviewing to improve. However, apart from seeing possible chal-
lenges arising from altering the design process, we can also find the
notion of “effective prompt” here is far from the natural language
used by general audience. One might argue additional learnings
are required to master prompting skills; nevertheless, interacting
with such systems has become closer to instructing the system [62]
iteratively with trials and errors [56], which can be challenging in
a creative context.

Apart from prompt engineering, novel ways of interacting with
AI have emerged as new opportunities in helping creative profes-
sionals utilize AI creatively and efficiently beyond text prompts. For
instance, inpainting and outpainting allow users to input an image
and modify or expand it with text [51]; multimodal guided artwork
diffusion model allows synthesizing digital art differently by using
text and image input in different weights [25]; 3DALL-E allows text
and image input to generate 3D models [41]; PromptPaint allows
interaction with a combination of text prompts and paint mediums
such as oil painting and watercolor [13].

Reflecting on current design industry standards such as Adobe
Firely [1], we can see despite features such as “Text to Image”,
“Generative Fill” and “Text Effects” seem to be able to produce aes-
thetic results that meet professional standards, interaction-wise
these features all require detailed text prompting, which still seems
counter-intuitive and contradictory to fit in a designer tool mainly
composed of graphical functionalities. Motivated by prior research
on creative multimodal AI and steering the perspective to a more
designer-centered interactive system, we argue that using multi-
modal interaction may be a more designerly way of interaction that
encourages designers’ visual inspiration through the use of GenAI.

GenAI is still new in the design context. Based on our investiga-
tions there seems to be a lack of previous studies on how designers
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can use such technology for visual design tasks, especially ideation.
This includes questions such as which part of the design process
would benefit and be elevated using GenAI. Therefore we conducted
a preliminary study to support the design and development process
of DesignPrompt.

3 PRELIMINARY STUDY
We conducted a preliminary study to better understand how visual
thinkers could incorporate GenAI into their moodboard process.
We focused on users’ interaction and workflow with existing mood-
board tools, and how they phrase GenAI text prompts for visual
ideation and respond to the generated results.

Participants We recruited eight participants (5 women, 3 men;
age 23-30). Four had design backgrounds (P1, P2, P6, P8) and four
had engineering backgrounds. P1, P3, P5, P8 are currently HCI
researchers. Participants self-reported different levels of familiarity
with GenAI: novice (P2-5, P7), intermediate (P1, P8) and expert (P6).
We obtained informed consent from all participants, according to
our IRB and followed European privacy laws (GDPR) with respect
to all data collected from the study. All participants agreed to screen-
record the study and anonymized publication of their results.

Setup The study was conducted in person with a researcher in
attendance. The researcher provides access to a Microsoft Windows
laptop with valid credentials to all the software required by the
study. The participant sits at a desk with the laptop, a large external
monitor, a mouse and a keyboard. The researcher sits aside. The
researcher launches participants’ preferred moodboard tools e.g.
Pinterest or Behance. Similarly, the researcher also launches par-
ticipants’ preferred text-to-image GenAI applications, e.g. DALL·E,
stable diffusion or Midjourney.

Procedure The whole study lasts 30-40 minutes in total. After
welcoming the participant, the researcher describes the study and
obtains informed consent. Next, the researcher describes the study
design, which consists of two 12-minute tasks: a moodboard base-
line task and a GenAI task. Participants are asked to use a talk-aloud
protocol to describe their strategies for finding images or creating
prompts. The researcher offers a short tutorial for participants who
lack experience either with moodboarding or using GenAI.

Moodboard task (baseline condition): Participants are asked to
create a moodboard that expresses a visual concept for a café in-
terior in the style of their choice. They may use any image search
engine or moodboard tools they prefer.

Generative AI task (experimental condition): Participants are asked
to generate images of Café exterior with their preferred GenAI tool.

To ensure consistency and reduce technical problems, the partici-
pant suggests a potential GenAI prompt to the researcher, who then
enters it directly into the chosen tool. Once an image is generated,
the participant either adopts that image for their moodboard, or
asks the researcher to adjust the prompt. Participants may also
choose to enter prompts themselves.

Data Collection We captured screen recordings during each
task. We also collected hand-written notes made by the researcher
while conducting the study. These notes contained participants’
verbatim statements during the whole study.

Data AnalysisWe conducted an inductive thematic analysis [6]
for the collected data. After reading through the collected data, we

generated 10 initial codes. They are: query term formulation, image
abstraction, moodboarding workflow, combining elements, creating
effective AI prompts, understanding AI results, controlling AI results,
inspired by surprise, input richness, and input preferences.

After examining these codes, we identified 4 emerged themes,
which are related to how a system should support: (1) different levels
of abstraction (2) translating intentions to rich inputs (3) identifying
the impacts of prompts (4) controlling outputs engagingly.

For either step, one author was mainly responsible for the coding
while co-authors sampled quotes, coded and discussed them along
the process. Representative quotes and counts for impact scale are
displayed to highlight shared insights between the participants.

3.1 Results
3.1.1 Formulating search terms and prompts: Most participants
(6/8) used a top-down search approach during the first task. For
example, P2 started her search with “LGBT cafe” which led her to
search for “LGBT bar” and subsequently, she delved into detailed
aspects such as “lighting,” “food,” and “decoration”. However, in later
stages, most participants struggled with coming up with search
terms. P6 mentioned when she lacked inspiration for search terms,
she input partial queries into the search bar and relied on autofill
suggestions to explore relevant terms. In the second task, most
participants (7/8) felt that the AI did not understand them. All the
participants were not satisfied with the first image generated by the
AI. P1 said, “I told AI ‘no filling’ in this part but it didn’t understand.”

3.1.2 Switching between focused search and design inspiration: Half
of the participants (4/8) began with a preconceived style or concept
that guided their moodboard search process. P7 mentioned having
an initial idea of creating a modern cozy cafe before beginning
the process. Others were inspired by the images they found. P1
found common themes, while P2 and P3 realized what they liked
and would avoid in their design while exploring. Two participants
found AI-generated images unexpected and surprising, but also
appealing. When P1 was exploring the concept of an “oval-shaped
wall”, AI generated an image featuring an oval-shaped plant wall,
which P1 did not anticipate but genuinely appreciated.

3.1.3 Decomposing images into their components: When partici-
pants were organizing the moodboard, 3 participants mentioned
that they would love to somehow mark and merge the features
they liked in pictures. P6 said he sometimes only liked a part of the
picture, also he would like to “mix and match” to try how feasible
a feature/element would be in the real design. During the Genera-
tive AI task, 2 participants also asked if they could have multiple
images (which is not possible), or even the whole moodboard as
input. P3 found the result with textual prompts quite limited. She
said, “It would be super helpful if I could use all the images on the
moodboard as input. The data from all these images will be so much
richer than one single sentence.”

3.1.4 Fine-tuning prompts to control the outcome: More than half
of the participants commented with comparative phrases such as
“too many plants” or “less colorful” regarding the generated images.
Most prompt tuning based on this feedback failed as it is difficult
to turn these comparative phrases into effective AI prompts. P4
tried to add “less green plants” directly in the prompt, however, still
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generated an image with a similar amount of green plants as before.
Even straightforward descriptions as prompts proved ineffective
such as altering furniture color using “black furniture” (P7), yet
the outcome still contained colorful furniture. P1 said, “It is quite
frustrating not being able to control what feature AI extracts.”

3.1.5 Shifting input preferences for search and image generation:
From observing participants engaging in our two tasks, we found
all users wrote different lengths of text as input when searching and
generating images. When users searched images, they gave shorter
search terms, usually within 3 words. When interacting with the
GenAI instead they tended to use a more detailed description.

3.2 Design Implications
Based on the results of the previously described preliminary study,
we identified four design implications (DIs), which will be discussed
in the following sections.

DI 1: Systems should support search or prompt input using differ-
ent levels of image abstraction and semantics. We found users have
different input preferences such as using semantics or keywords.
We also observed that users sometimes encounter difficulties in
formulating effective search queries and prompt terms. These ob-
servations highlight the need to capture user’s intents accurately.
Therefore we draw an implication that the system should accommo-
date various levels of semantics and image abstraction to facilitate
more precise expression of users’ creative intentions.

DI 2: Systems should help users to translate their abstract intentions
to richer prompts. We observed that users engaging with GenAI
tend to provide rather expressive text and lack details as descriptive
prompts. Some also want to express themselves using multiple and
multimodal inputs such as several images. This highlights the need
for a “translation” process that allows users to input abstract or even
multimodal intentions and generate visually meaningful output.

DI 3: Systems should help users to identify the impact of prompts.
Within our findings in the GenAI task, users expressed a desire for
assistance in understanding and controlling the impact of prompts
on the output generated by the system. These findings emphasize
the importance of AI transparency and inform design of a need for
systems to provide users with tools or mechanisms that help them
identify and comprehend the influence of prompts on the generated
output, empowering them to achieve the desired creative outcomes.

DI 4: Systems should allow users to control and manipulate im-
ages engagingly. During our observations, participants expressed a
desire for the ability to manipulate and combine parts of images be-
yond relying solely on text prompts. We identify a lack of effective
fine-tuning capabilities for specific objects in images, as well as a
deficiency in the means to meaningfully merge images. To inform
design from an interactive standpoint, we believe that the system’s
interaction should allow users to actively engage and manipulate in
the image editing process, rather than merely replicating an image
editing tool with GenAI.

4 DESIGN GOAL AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Based on these insights we developed DesignPrompt, a digital mood-
board system powered by GenAI. We evaluated DesignPrompt to
gain insights into the following research questions:

● RQ1: Does using multimodal input to create GenAI prompts
allow designers to explore and express their intents better?
● RQ2: Does revealing system interpretation of user prompts
help users to produce results that are more aligned with their
expectations?
● RQ3: Does interactive and controllable GenAI input let users
perceive the system as more transparent and useful for de-
sign practice?

We aimed in particular to facilitate prompting using different levels
of image abstraction and semantics (DI 1) as well as to translate
their abstract intentions to richer prompts (DI 2).

5 DESIGNPROMPT : SCENARIO
The following scenario illustrates how Amy, an interior designer,
would use DesignPrompt to make a moodboard for a living room
design. Amy launches DesignPrompt, and an interface containing
a search engine, moodboard canvas, image meta-data display and
AI image generation tool shows up as shown in Fig.2. She starts by
searching keywords such as “living room”, “cozy sofa” and “plant”

Figure 2: Interactions with DesignPrompt. Top: Drag image
from search to canvas (a), click to open meta-data display
(b), and drag elements from canvas to AI toolbar (c). Middle:
AI toolbar maps multimodal input to final prompt (d) in
real-time. The interactive prompt editing allows editing and
reordering of prompt segments (e). Bottom:Generated results
and final prompt (f) can be flipped.
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at the search engine panel on the left (1), and scrolls to view more
results. She drags and drops the images onto the canvas (Fig.2.a) and
then resizes and rotates some images on canvas by double-clicking
them. As Amy drags more images onto the canvas, the color palette
at the bottom left of the canvas starts to build up. She single clicks
on the sofa image and additional semantic and color information
are displayed on the bottom (Fig.2.b), which she explores for new
search ideas.

Amy then decides to generate images to refine her ideas. She
starts by dragging an image of a living room from the canvas to
AI “inspiration” box (Fig.2.c). In order to see how an orange couch
would fit this room design, she drags the sofa picture and an orange
color she likes to the tuning track (Fig.2.d). Amy reviews her prompt
at the “Final Prompt” area. The prompt is color-coded thus Amy
can see that she has tuned the original image with semantic labels
from the couch image and the color she added (Fig.2.d). She then
adjusted the prompt order by dragging and editing (Fig.2.e). After
clicking “generate” an image is generated and replaces the previous
“Final Prompt”. Amy can click on the flipping button to “flip” be-
tween the generated output and the textual prompt input like a card
(Fig.2.f). The generated image has the overall looks and stylings of
the original living room, but with an added orange couch. She finds
the result inspiring so she drags this image onto her moodboard
canvas. A bit later, Amy is interested in alternative decoration for

Figure 3: DesignPrompt allows multimodal input as inspira-
tion, such as Image Inpaint (A), Colors (B) and Semantics (C).
DesignPrompt has Image Variation Feature (D).DesignPrompt
has Prompt History Revealing Feature (E).

the living room. She brushes the sofa in the inspiration box away as
shown in Fig.3.A, and under instruction saying “Tune the brushed
area with...”, she drags a floor lamp picture, a beige color, as well as
semantic labels saying “Home” and “lighting” to the tuning panel
(yellow area) and generates a new image. Without having to type
anything, Amy obtains an image of the living room with a beige
floor lamp without any other changes, which is what she expects.
She explores also other multimodal combinations focusing on color
(Fig.3.B) and semantic concepts (Fig.3.C), or variation of an existing
image (Fig.3.D). After a few generations, Amy reviews her idea
trajectory by clicking on the “history” button (a) (Fig. 3.D) to view
all the generated images (Fig. 3.E). She wants to see what prompt
was used to create this image (Fig. 3.E) and wants to start her new
search from there. So she reviews the generated image and prompt
used by clicking button (b) (Fig. 3.E), then she clicks button (c)
which reapplies the prompt to the AI image generation tool from
which she continues her ideation process.

6 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
DesignPrompt is a digital moodboard system that uses GenAI for de-
sign exploration. The system is built as a web application that uses
Vue3, a javascript front-end framework and Express.js, a node.js
back-end framework. The application interface consists of these
parts: search engine, moodboard canvas, canvas color palette, se-
mantic and color meta-data display, an AI tool panel including
GenAI multimodal input, alternative, interactive prompt editor, and
GenAI history (Fig.4). All main interactions are through drag and
drop, and all tools can be minimized to allow designers to concen-
trate on the moodboard itself. Inspired by SemanticCollage [36],
DesignPrompt has a search engine, AI tool panel and an open canvas
in the same interface, thus designers can freely and easily drag,
drop and move images to switch between different features.

6.1 Search
We applied Unsplash, an open-source image API [63] for our search
engine, which provides high-quality image searching functionalities
and basic image information such as image tags (Fig.4.a). Images
from search results can be dragged and dropped to canvas then
reused in other tools.

6.2 Moodboard Construction Tools and Image
Meta-Data Display

In order to allow a realistic study environment, we have added basic
visual editing tools such as sizing, coloring as well as adding shapes
and text to the moodboard canvas (Fig.4.b). Designers commonly
use these tools to achieve a desired aesthetic and create professional
and realistic moodboards [36]. Designers can double-click on the
image itself to resize it and right-click on the canvas the trigger the
“quick-add” popup on canvas. Designers can add customized text
labels, colors, and shapes and upload their own images to canvas. A
color palette shows all main colors of images on the canvas (Fig.4.c).

To assist designers in contextualizing and using images on the
moodboard, DesignPrompt provides each image with meta-data
consisting of a color palette and semantic labels (Fig.4.d). Single
clicking on an image on canvas opens image meta-data display on
the bottom of the canvas, which shows semantic labels obtained
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Figure 4: Overview of DesignPrompt structure including the search engine (a), moodboard canvas (b), canvas-based color
palette (c), image-based semantic and color meta-data display (d), GenAI multimodal input composer and GenAI alternative (e),
interactive prompt editor and generated results (f) and GenAI history (g).

from image recognition and original tags, as well as a color palette
containing the six main colors recognized from the image. If two
images are selected, the meta-data display will show the common
semantic labels at the top, then the remaining semantic labels as
well as the colors of each image.

Semantic Labels Similar to SemanticCollage[36], we usedGoogle
Vision API [23] to obtain the first six semantic labels for each mood-
board image, which are attached in the order of recognition scores.

Color PaletteWeapplied Colorthief [42], an open-source javascript
feature to obtain the color palette of each image.

6.3 GenAI Tool Panel
Multimodal Input Composer for Image Generation De-

signPrompt’s multimodal input composer accepts color, image, in-
painted image, semantic labels, and text as inputs to help designers
effectively convey their ideas. The composer requires input in one
modal as inspiration, such as an image, some colors, text, or labels,
as shown in the area (Fig. 4.e). Depending on how users would like
to tune the inspiration, users can put multimodal combinations of
inspiring colors, texts, labels, or images in the tuning area to guide
and control image generation. Users can add these elements by
dragging from canvas and dropping them in corresponding input
areas. For tuning color specifically, apart from dragging an existing
color recognized from images, users can also add a customized color
by single clicking on a standard color wheel. We interpret those
colors into a prompt which is composed of a color name and shade
using the coding library “Name that Color” [46]. Users’ image input
in the tuning area is interpreted as prompts composed of semantic
labels. For generating images we used the OpenAI API [50], which
uses text prompts and image masks (optional) provided by users to
generate, edit and get variations of images.

Interactive Prompt Editor In DesignPrompt, there is a di-
rect mapping between multimodal input and machine-translated
prompts, which are updated in real-time (Fig. 5.a). When tuning an
inspiration with images, semantic labels of each image will be added

to the “Final Prompt” (Fig. 4.f). The machine-translated color will be
added using the prompt snipped: “in the color of xxx”. Each tuning
area is color-coded, as are the different elements of the prompt,
allowing users easily recognize content origin. For instance, the se-
mantic labels obtained from tuning images will be shown in purple,
consistent with the color of the input location.

Regardless of different combinations of multimodal input, users
can always view what exact input will be sent to AI under “Final
Prompt” transparently as shown in Fig. 5.b, Fig. 5.c and Fig. 5.d. Ad-
ditionally, DesignPrompt’s design uses design abstractions instead
of AI terminology, allowing non-AI professionals to play with mul-
timodal inspirations with clear instructions. The user interactions
also remain consistent despite various modality choices. Users can
specify a dark green sofa without specifying the type of dark green.
Instead, they can simply drag sofa label or a picture of a sofa then
drag a color to achieve their desired results.

Each prompt sequence in the “Final Prompt” section is interac-
tive, allowing users to conveniently rearrange, edit, or extend them
before initiating the generation process. After editing a prompt
element, the mapping relationship between multimodal input and
machine translation no longer exists, thus a new color code—blue
will be assigned to the prompt sequence, representing “user trans-
lation” (Fig. 5.b). Clicking “Generate” button results in splicing all
prompt sequences together separated by commas, and sending them
as input to GenAI. When generation ends, the generated image
replaces the interactive prompt. The prompt and image are added
to the GenAI history. The ‘flipping’ button under the generated
image allows users to flip back to view the prompts input used to
generate the image as shown in Fig. 2.f.

GenAI History History feature allows designers to reflect and
review both generation output and input (Fig.4.g). Designers can
click ‘flip’ (button (b) in Fig.3.E) to flip between generated image and
the exact prompts used for generation. The interaction is consistent
with interactive prompt editor (Fig.2.f). Designers can reapply these
input to GenAI by clicking “reapply” (button (c) in Fig.3.E).
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Figure 5: Interactive Prompt Editors allows mapping from
multimodal input to text prompts (a), interactive prompt
editing and reordering (b), interactive mapping with seman-
tic labels as inspiration (c), interactive mapping with long
text as inspiration (d).

7 STUDY METHODOLOGY
We are interested in how standard text-based GenAI prompts com-
pare to multimodal prompts, specifically: 1. What are the trade-offs
between text-based and multimodal prompt strategies? 2. How do
different prompt strategies align with participants’ expectations?
and, 3. How does the participant’s interaction with different prompt
strategies affect their perception of the efficacy of the system? We
conducted a comparative structured observation study [45], similar
to [4, 21, 31, 36]. This qualitative approach systematically controls
the presentation of ecologically valid tasks that vary along one or
more specified dimensions, in this case, prompt strategy. Partici-
pants perform multiple tasks with each design variant and then
respond to questions that require them to reflect deeply upon and
compare their strengths and weaknesses. An experimenter also di-
rectly observes how participants interact with each design variant.
The goal is to understand the trade-offs across design variants from
the user’s perspective to evaluate and advance the design.

To provide a fair comparison, we created two variations of De-
signPrompt, a moodboard creation system that differed only in the
GenAI prompt interaction: The Text condition permits only text-
based prompts and basic inpainting, similar to DALL·E’s AI image

(a) Multi-modal condition

(b) Text condition

Figure 6: TheMulti-modal condition (a) and Text condition
(b) each include a search engine (left panel), a central canvas,
and a GenAI prompt space (right panel).

generation interface, and serves as the baseline. The Multi-modal
condition permits multimodal prompts, including the above as well
as images and color, and serves as the key design variant. At this
writing, current moodbood tools do not integrate GenAI prompts
and inpainting with an integrated search engine, and thus our base-
line exceeds current capabilities. However, although this raises the
bar for the baseline comparison, we also anticipate that these capa-
bilities will arrive soon and so consider this a fairer comparison.

7.1 Participants
We recruited 12 participants (9 women, 3men; aged 22-54) who have
at least two years of design training or practice; and 2-20 years of
moodboard design experience. Their experience with GenAI varied
from novice to expert (see table 1). We followed our institution’s
IRB policy both in our explanations of the study to participants and
study design. All participants signed informed consent forms and
agreed to voice and screen recordings. We anonymized the results
and followed European privacy law (GDPR).

7.2 Setup
A Microsoft Windows laptop running DesignPrompt sits on a table,
with a large external monitor, a mouse and a keyboard. The exper-
imenter launches the Multi-modal condition or the Text condition
according to the experimental protocol.

7.3 Procedure
The study lasts approximately one hour. We use a [2x2] within-
participant design with two factors. The primary factor related
to prompt strategy: Text condition (baseline, text-only prompts)
and Multi-modal condition (variant with multimodal prompts). We
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ID Gender Design Background Profession Moodboard
Experience (yrs)

GenAI
Experience (level)

1 M Design Research HCI Researcher 2 Intermediate
2 F Graphic Design Packaging Designer 8 Novice
3 F Fashion Design Product Designer 2 Novice
4 F Architecture HCI Researcher 2 Intermediate
5 F Fashion Design Fashion Designer 7 Novice
6 F Fashion Design Fashion Design Student 4 Novice
7 F Media Informatics HCI Student 2 Intermediate
8 M Photography and Design Publisher 20 Novice
9 F Fashion Design HCI Researcher 9 Intermediate
10 M Media Design HCI Researcher 10 Expert
11 F Media Design HCI Researcher 2 Intermediate
12 F Industrial Design UX Researcher 5 Intermediate

Table 1: Study participants’ backgrounds and experience. (12 participants (9 women, 3 men; aged 22-54) with at least two years
of design practice and 2-20 years of moodboarding experience, and various familiarities with GenAI from novice to expert).

created two equivalent design briefs to generate the design tasks,
with a Latin Square to counter-balance for order across conditions
and participants. The study protocol consists of four steps:

(1) Introduction and Tutorial: The experimenter first de-
scribes the study and obtains informed consent. Participants
then view a tutorial that describes how DesignPrompt works
and have several minutes to familiarize themselves with dif-
ferent prompt strategies. The experimenter explains about
GenAI to novice users and answers questions as required.

(2) Design Tasks: Participants perform two moodboard design
tasks — Text condition or Multi-modal condition — with a
think-aloud protocol to describe what they are doing and
why. Each task begins with a short video tutorial with details
about the current prompt strategy. Participants may ask the
experimenter technical questions as needed. Participants
first read the assigned design brief and then perform a 12-
minute moodboard task with the assigned prompt strategy:
Text condition or Multi-modal condition. After answering a
short questionnaire, they repeat the process with the second
design task and the other prompt strategy.

(3) Comparative Questionnaire: The participant fills out a
Likert-scale questionnaire to compare and contrast the two
prompt strategies.

(4) Comparative Interview: The experimenter conducts a
semi-structured interview (10-20 minutes) that asks partici-
pants to reflect upon the different prompt strategies. Some
questions probe more deeply into aspects of the compara-
tive questionnaire; others encourage participants to reflect
on features common to both systems, such as their under-
standing of how prompts work. Participants are also asked
to reflect upon how their role changes as they interact with
GenAI and their view of its challenges and potentials.

The two design briefs are:
DesignBriefA: Imagine you are organizing ameetup eventwith

local designers, and you would like to have a space that not only
inspires creativity but also fosters networking and collaboration.

Objective: Create a moodboard to help you curate a dynamic and
inspiring environment for that event.

Design Brief B: You are asked to redesign the shared kitchen
space at work that hosts weekly “cake day” event. You would like
to create a space that is both lively and comfortable for the team to
enjoy cake and casual chats, also caters to colleagues from diverse
backgrounds and professions. Objective: Create a moodboard to
collect ideas for a vibrant yet cozy environment for the team’s
shared space.

7.4 Data Collection
We captured screen recordings during each task and recorded audio
as the participants described their actions. We collected answers
to the three Likert-scale questionnaires and two final moodboards
created by each participant. We also collected handwritten notes
made by the experimenter as they observed participants.

7.5 Data Analysis
We conducted a reflexive thematic analysis [6] using a mixed de-
ductive (top-down) and inductive (bottom-up) approach for the
recorded audio data, and also reported participants’ answers to the
comparative questionnaire.

First we analyzed and coded our collected data using a deduc-
tive approach guided by our research questions. The initial themes
were system usefulness perception, feature usages and system ap-
propriation, prompt building strategies, understanding of GenAI
prompting, AI’s impacts on users’ roles, intention expression and
exploration, idea convergence and professional usage potential.

Using an inductive approach, we reflected on patterns within
and across conditions to gain a more nuanced understanding of the
data. We also abstracted (sub-)themes based on the gained larger
contextual knowledge. This process resulted in four main themes,
each with several related sub-themes how: Multimodal input en-
ables designers to explore and express their ideas (8.2), Designers
interpreted “feeling in control” differently (8.3), Expectations me-
diated between designers’ intentions and results (8.4), and how
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designers adapt to the system (8.5) when interacting with Design-
Prompt. For either step, one author was mainly responsible for the
coding while co-authors sampled quotes, coded and discussed them
along the process. Representative quotes and counts are displayed
to highlight shared insights between the participants.

8 RESULTS
This section provides an overview of questionnaire’s quantitative
results and qualitative findings from structured observations.

8.1 Questionnaire Results
The short questionnaires at the end of each design task show that
both the Text condition andMulti-modal condition prompt strategies
improve system expressivity, users’ understanding of prompt and
images’ connection, and output understanding, and are less good at
producing images that “align with expectations”. This indicates that
both the Text condition andMulti-modal condition prompt strategies
are suitable for moodboard design.

The results of the comparative questionnaire (Fig.7) show that
participants preferred the Multi-modal condition prompt strategy
for exploration, expressivity, interaction worth the effort and user
understanding on how prompts impact AI. However, they preferred
the Text condition prompt strategy for ease of steering and generat-
ing images that makes sense. Participants preferred theMulti-modal
condition strategy (41%) to Text condition (25%) to support ideation,
but were mixed with respect to “feeling in control”, with roughly
equal numbers of participants preferring each.

8.2 Multimodal input enables designers to
explore and express ideas

Most designers mentioned they enjoyed the multimodal input fea-
ture (8/12), especially in terms of expressing themselves more cre-
atively (9/12) exploring different ideas (10/12) and providing them
more options and opportunities (4/12).

Opening Up Creative Opportunities Participants enjoyed the
creative options and opportunities Multi-modal condition provided
(P2, P4, P7, P10). P1 also mentioned in the Multi-modal condition
“was much better in terms of workflow” and “(make moodboarding)
more enjoyable to do”.

Expressive Power of Multi-Modalities “Decomposing” the in-
put was particularly interesting as it allows“different things that you
could feed and focus on”, having “different steps (in constructing
prompts)” (P9, P11), and expressing “more abstract and complicated
concepts” (P2). Multiple modalities increased designers’ expressive
power in contrast to text prompts, which can make them rather
“feel constrained” (P1). Designers found it difficult to formulate
ideas into text (P4, P6), “Sometimes I don’t even know what I want”
(P6). Using images and colors as input “instead of writing them”
(P9, P10) allowed designers to quickly express their ideas.

ExploringConnections between InspirationsDesigners iden-
tified connections between inspirations and adapted their multiple
modality input accordingly (P9, P12). P12 identified “decoration
and purple” as key elements in her design, maintaining decoration-
related semantics and color as persistent “links” in input composer.
P9 liked how Multi-modal condition helped her find inspirations
that are “blurry” and “in-between images” she connects to.

Encouraging Creative Thinking Participants reported the
decomposed input motivated them to think diversely and creatively
(P5, P7, P12). A fashion designer (P5) noted that the “Multi-modal
condition aligns more with the way I think”, allowing for diverse
perspectives and exploration before narrowing down ideas. Text
condition was perceived “more linear”, while Multi-modal condition
“elevated” to think more creatively (P12).

8.3 Designers interpreted “feeling in control”
differently

While most designers preferred Text condition over Multi-modal
condition in terms of ease of steering (8/12), others think interactive
construction of the prompt in Multi-modal condition helps them to
view the system as more transparent (8/12). One participant under-
stood “control” as system interpretation, while 3/12 interpreted it
as controlling input and again 4/12 interpreted as controlling over
generation process.

Ease of Steering Some designers interpreted “control” as sim-
plicity of understanding and use (P2, P3, P7). Most users became
familiar with the Text condition rather quickly in our trial session
regardless of their previous experience. Some found it easy to learn
the Multi-modal condition thanks to our tutorial, while others took
longer. P3 mentioned she was “more in control (with the Text condi-
tion)” because she thought it was “easier to use” than Multi-modal
condition. P8 who rarely used AI prompting mentioned he felt more
confident with the Text condition and the hierarchy in the Multi-
modal condition made him “a bit lost”.

System Interpretation Some designers struggled to understand
the system’s interpretation which affected their feeling of control
(P3, P8). As an example, P3 put colors and images as input, but
found the translation into AI-generated semantic labels confusing
stating that “sometimes they got you prompts that you were not
looking for”, which made her feel out of control.

Controlling Input For some others, “control” means feeling
control of their input (P5, P6, P9, P11). P5 mentioned with theMulti-
modal condition she was able to “control precisely what I want”
with images and colors.

Controlling overGeneration Process “Control” can alsomean
control over the AI generation process for some designers (P1, P9,
P11, P12). Most found Multi-modal condition’s interactive prompt
editor made the GenAI system more transparent (8/12). The editing
process facilitated designers to “control what information is fed
into the AI model” (P11), like “reviewing the black box somehow”
(P11). However, insufficient understanding of “how it (AI) combines
images and takes what elements” (P12) can cause uncontrollable out-
comes, which lead to increased “trials and errors”. As workarounds,
designer P1 used “at least a few generations” to deduct patterns,
while P9 utilized the history feature to “reflect on the outcomes”
and try to better understand the generation mechanism.

8.4 Expectations mediated between intentions
and results

6/12 designers mentioned Text condition being able to produce “bet-
ter” results than Multi-modal condition; 2/12 designers mentioned
Multi-modal condition failed their expectations in illustrating pre-
cise ideas; 2/12 designers thought Multi-modal condition opens up
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Figure 7: Comparative Questionnaire Results between our Text condition (blue) andMulti-modal condition (green).

their creativity; 2/12 designers enjoyed Multi-modal condition since
it produced unique images creatively.

Interpretation of Surprises Several designers reported that
Text condition produce “better” results than Multi-modal condition
(P1, P2, P3, P8, P10, P11), which is supported by our questionnaires
(see Fig.7). In the Multi-modal condition, designers got often “unex-
pected” (P2, P11) and “surprising” (P1) results. Some hypothesized
that Multi-modal condition provided “too much information for the
AI generation” (P2, P8) while Text condition provided “more detailed
instruction” (P2). Unexpected results could also be caused byMulti-
modal condition “encouraging” designers to put “an abstract idea”
(P11) or “less precise prompts” (P1).

Precise Expectations Some designers had rather precise ex-
pectations in mind and were usually frustrated by the results. For
instance, P7 “had a certain image I wanted to create, but it wasn’t
possible”. P3 was further disappointed that the colors generated
were not exactly what she put in the input.

OpenExpectationsOther designerswere excited that AI-generated
images they “cannot imagine” (P4, P9). P4 used image alternatives
and found the new image “has the same room layout, but it adds
lots of people and it shows a dynamic atmosphere. That’s what I
want, but I didn’t imagine it before it happened.” When asked about
image predictability, P9 stated she was unsure if she was expecting
or speculating out of curiosity. AI “quickly opened up perspectives”
and intrigued her with the potential to mix them with her own
ideas. She remained receptive to both the “AI’s perspective” and its
unpredictability. Multi-modal condition also benefited designers to
generate unique images (P5, P12). P5 explained that at her design
school “everyone ended up having a similar moodboard because
everyone uses Pinterest and there are always a lot of pictures that
everyone will use eventually”, thus she appreciated the uniqueness
enabling her to distinguish her ideas.

8.5 Designers adapt and also adapt to the system
3/12 designers mentioned a learning curve when using the Multi-
modal condition; 4/12 designers mentioned the 12-minute mood-
boarding session was too short; 6/12 designers reported they better
understood how prompts impacted AI after the study.

Adapting and Learning in Interaction Some designers re-
flected that theMulti-modal conditionmight have a “learning curve”
and the time constraint of 12 minutes was too short for them to

fully master it (P1, P3, P8, P11, P12). Designers adapted to the sys-
tem and mentioned they would “find it more useful” after getting
more used to it (P1, P12). At the same time, interacting with Multi-
modal condition also impacted their design process. Both P4 and
P10, who had prior experience with AI prompting, stated that it
“affects the way I design” (P4) and “elevated” (P10) their creative
process after learning more about the system. Designers who had
little knowledge of prompting mentioned they “understand the key
things (to AI input) now” (P6) and learned that GenAI “prioritizes
the labels that I put at front” (P5) after using the interactive prompt
construction feature in Multi-modal condition.

Appropriating Features Unexpectedly In the Multi-modal
condition, most designers almost only used images as their base
inspiration. However, designers used and appropriated features of
Multi-modal condition in innovative and unexpected ways. Some
designers input extremely long image prompts (P9, P12). P9 once
tuned an image with 5 other images and she “couldn’t really imag-
ine an image based on all of that”. P12 used a lengthy compound
input with multiple modalities and quickly switched between base
modalities. Additionally, P12 explored color as “a theme” rather
than a descriptor in her design. She consistently kept the same color
in all the following generations.

8.6 Other Findings
All the designers used image editing in their moodboarding process
and 7 out of 12 participants complimented on using inpaintings in
both systems that allow them to “change some details” (P2) and
“customize” (P6) easily. 3/12 designers mentioned they enjoyed the
feature of variation and they all preferred to have more variations
generated at one time, and P8 suggested having it “running in the
background” and “generating multiple images on the fly” based on
the current moodboard.

9 DISCUSSION
9.1 Decomposing Prompts into Modalities
In our preliminary study users faced challenges when trying to
articulate their intentions in text-based search terms or prompts.
Some users also mention they would like to quickly try out a rich
combination of different input modals like images and colors. In
DesignPrompt, the decomposition of text input into colors, images
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and semantics enables more nuanced and articulated expression
of intentions. This allows designers to go through different layers
of their inspirations to express and connect them without explicit
verbal descriptions. Designers also interpret the decomposition as a
way of realizing different focuses and steps in their creative process.

In terms of exploration, apart from exploring new ideas from
scratch with different combinations of modalities, separating them
also enables designers to keep certain elements, such as color, con-
sistent as input. This allows maintaining certain links between in-
spirations while exploring the middle ground between completely
novel ideas and consistent themes. Since DesignPrompt also allows
single-modal text input, it still offers flexibility for designers to
express descriptively, as P4 said “if I first think of a text, then I use
text. If I don’t have a clear text and I just already have an image,
then I use image.”

Reflecting and extending on our RQ1, using multimodal input in
DesignPrompt allows designers to explore different combinations
of inspirations, which especially facilitates them in constructing
the connections and themes between images. It also allows them to
express their intents more flexibly compared to the Text condition.

9.2 Feeling in Control
Designers have rather mixed opinions about “feeling in control”.
Apart from the lack of control stemming from the unfamiliarity
with how GenAI works in both Multi-modal condition and Text
condition, around half of the designers “feel more control” in Multi-
modal condition while the other half prefer Text condition. In terms
of ease of steering particularly, they favored Text condition over
Multi-modal condition.

Lack of control can stem from unfamiliarity with how GenAI
works in general, such as how and what AI is combined and what
causes it to fail. Designers often kept interacting with the system
using similar patterns with trials and errors resulting in rather
frustrating experiences. This is consistent with previous studies that
demonstrated how designers often seek explanations and validate
their hypotheses when interacting with such systems [38].

In terms of “ease of steering”, designers mentioned the preference
for Text condition over Multi-modal condition might be related to
the learning curve and time constraints, but also due to their unfa-
miliarity with AI prompting and interfaces in general. Some novice
users found the Text condition more straightforward to understand
and control possibly because the interaction feels similar to tradi-
tional “type and search” mental models. Thus evenwithout previous
knowledge and any prompting strategies, users could adapt to text
prompting input and the interface rather quickly, giving them more
sense of control.

Controllability concerns also rose from the automatic input in-
terpretation in DesignPrompt, as AI interpretations of images into
semantic labels could cause loss of granularity and errors. Using
semantic labels as direct prompts for tuning image input might
be inspiring and efficient for some designers, but also comes with
risks of concessions of user agency and failing users’ expectations
of AI’s descriptive capabilities. This may let users desire a more
straightforward way of control rather than choosing an expressive
way of interaction. When designing DesignPrompt, we encountered
similar trade-offs. Users depend on system interpretation to enable

specific actions, such as utilizing semantics recognized for search-
ing. However, they also have reservations about excessive system
interpretation as they desire their intentions to be accurately con-
veyed. Designing for human-AI collaboration, however, requires a
balance between these two imperatives.

Reflecting and expanding on RQ1, designers who are comfortable
and confident with multimodal input can express themselves more
effectively. Users reflected on the interactive prompt construction,
and mentioned “prompt revealing” made them think the output
was more “predictable” (RQ2). However, AI’s misinterpretations of
input material, users’ lack of knowledge of AI or perceiving systems
as not “easy to steer” makes designers feel “out of control” which
results in expectation misalignment.

9.3 Perceptions of “Usefulness”
Some designers find AI-generated images novel and inspiring, while
those seeking specific results deem them less useful. Some design-
ers kept exploring visual inspirations from both search and GenAI
throughout the Multi-modal condition. They used GenAI rather as
an assistant helping them quickly experiment and combine inspira-
tion. Others who relied more on searched images mainly wanted to
modify small parts rather than generate something novel, also had
higher expectations on precision and predictability of the GenAI
outcome. Designers felt theMulti-modal condition encouraged them
to have more abstract and less precise prompts, which seemed to be
a good fit in the divergent ideation phase. However, the less precise
prompts can also give excessive creative freedom to AI, generat-
ing illogical or inconsistent images. This may explain why in the
questionnaire, only 25% of designers think the image generated
from Multi-modal condition “makes more sense” and “more useful”
compared with Text condition. Hence designers in a more divergent
phase of their design process might have more open expectations
where image usefulness becomes less defined, while in a conver-
gent design phase, designers’ expectations become more defined,
impacting the perceived usefulness of the generated image.

Recent work on prompting for non-AI experts [70] raises the
question of how tools can effectively establish capability expecta-
tions for end users. If users’ expectations align with the system’s ca-
pabilities, CSTs like DesignPrompt could provide users with greater
transparency regarding their strengths and weaknesses. This would
assist users in developing a more holistic design workflow.

Extended on discussions of RQ2, we see designers’ perceived
alignments between expectations and generated results can also
depend on the divergent-convergent design processes they are in.

9.4 System Feature Appropriation
During the Multi-modal condition designers learned about the sys-
tem and appropriated it in unexpected ways. For some designers,
familiarizing themselves with the system shaped their creative pro-
cess and perceptions of the tool. Regarding the use of interactive
prompts, some users found the system more “transparent” after
using it and also learned more about how prompts impact AI overall.

We noticed two interesting system usages in Multi-modal condi-
tion. One is ad-hoc exploration of a big cluster of visual inspirations:
some designers have constructed extremely long visual prompts
that would take much more effort to write as text. The other usage
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is inspiring element fixation: One designer used the same elements
and colors in the Multi-modal condition input as a static pattern
throughout the generation process, which allows to style generated
image more consistently while still keeping ideas novel.

Feature appropriation directly relates to our RQ1, where multi-
modalities not only enable users to express and explore better,
but also allow them to uncover and explore unusual usages of
multi-modalities. This also contributes to answer RQ3, as revising
GenAI input interactively lets users perceive the system as more
transparent, and by interacting with the system and prompts users
can learn about the system and find it more useful over time.

9.5 Limitations
The structured observation study is designed to compare two vari-
ations of DesignPrompt, one with multimodal interactive prompt
interface, the other with text prompt interface as baseline.We aimed
to compare DesignPrompt with a state-of-art system. Our baseline
system (with moodboard tool, search engine, text prompting and
inpainting GenAI interface) is beyond existing standards and not
available yet in practice which might have lowered the impact of
our study results. However, since we aim to investigate the impacts
caused by only interaction differences between DesignPrompt and
other moodboard tools, the two variants we have chosen allowed
us to make a fair comparison. In addition, 12 minutes for a mood-
boarding task is relatively short, as moodboard creation can take
hours to days in practice, making our controlled task a compressed
version of realistic moodboarding, especially given that the GenAI
tool is still relatively new. More time would be required in future
studies for a more extensive evaluation of DesignPrompt.

DesignPrompt uses semantic labels as “translations” from tuning
images and colors to textual prompts. From an engineering per-
spective, it appears that using more refined textual inputs, such
as incorporating semantic labels into general prompt templates or
creating a comprehensive prompt using LLMs, might have a great
potential to produce high-quality image outputs. However, more
refined prompts using LLMs come at the cost of sacrificing user
control and transparency. The direct mapping between multimodal
input and “machine translations” in DesignPrompt allows users to
have the flexibility to rearrange and modify the text prompts gen-
erated by the machine in interactive prompt editing. We see such
“translation” as a design decision to be made.

9.6 Future Work
In the context of moodboard design, DesignPrompt exemplifies ap-
plying multimodal input in GenAI that facilitates expression and
exploration in visual ideation. Our results show the overall benefits
of visual-oriented multimodal input. However, it also adds another
layer of understanding of interaction compared with text prompts.
Further studies on investigating different prompt strategies’ are
necessary to explore the potential interaction space. This could
include, for example, identifying stylistic and specific visual prop-
erties as important factors that influence users’ image preferences,
which are difficult to capture and extract in a textual context. We
also see opportunities to add GenAI image editing techniques such
as DreamBooth [54], ControlNet [71] and InstructPix2Pix [8] to

DesignPrompt to allow designerly understandable interaction while
designers can control visual details more expressively.

In addition tomoodboards, themultimodal and interactive prompt
pattern in DesignPrompt may be further useful in a broader context.
It can be applied in a variety of design ideation methods, includ-
ing storyboarding, brainstorming, and mindmapping, as well as
more abstract creative processes like concept sketching and design
iterations. Overall, we hope that the design implications identi-
fied during the pre-study will contribute to future GenAI-powered
design CSTs.

10 CONCLUSION
We presentDesignPrompt, a GenAI-powered digital moodboard tool
that uses multimodal input including images, colors and semantics
to help designers explore and express their intentions better to
AI. Our pre-study has informed the design and implementation of
DesignPrompt with design implications on translating users’ intents
to richer prompts.

The multimodal input interface of DesignPrompt provides design-
ers opportunities to use different inspiration modalities to convey
their ideas visually and abstractly. With flexibility in input com-
binations, DesignPrompt allows designers to fix certain inspiring
elements and explore the middle ground between consistent themes
and novel inspirations, while also keeping the options of pure lit-
eral and visual generation open. The interactions and layout in
DesignPrompt are designed to be consistently uniform, which al-
lows designers to use semantics, colors and images across image
information, canvas and different sections in the AI generation
track. DesignPrompt also encourages designers to learn and appro-
priate different features innovatively.

ComparingDesignPrompt with a realistic baseline, our structured
observation study has investigated the expressive and exploratory
power of multimodal input; the impacts of diverse interpretations of
“feeling in control” on users’ preferred ways of GenAI interaction;
designers’ perceptions of GenAI “usefulness” depending on their
current design phases; and users’ learning and appropriation with
the system.

DesignPrompt demonstrates how we can empower design prac-
tice with GenAI using more human-centered design approaches.
Apart from DesignPrompt system, our research also identified em-
pirical design implications for future research directions.
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